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1. Heterolingualism



• Multilingualism in present-day society

• Multilingualism in fiction:

• STERNBERG (1981): 'homogenizing convention' vs. 'vehicular 
matching'

• GRUTMAN (1997, 2006); DELABASTITA & GRUTMAN (2005); MEYLAERTS 
(2006)

• heterolingualism

• 'language difference', manifesting itself through accents, 
vocabulary and grammar

• "motivated deployment of foreign languages in 
fiction" (O'SULLIVAN 2011: 20)

• BLEICHENBACHER (2008)

• 'presence' vs. 'evocation' vs. 'signalization' vs. 'elimination'

• DELABASTITA (2010)

• 'representing' vs. 'represented languages'

Heterolingualism



• Multilingualism in translation:

• L3 (Corrius 2008, Corrius & Zabalbeascoa 2011)

• L1 = main language of original ('source language')

• L2 = main language of translation ('target language')

• L3 = –L1

• "distinct, independent language or an instance of 
relevant variation, sufficient to signal more than 
one identifiable speech community being portrayed 
or represented within a text" (2011: 115)

• L3ST vs. L3TT

• L3 can be portrayed ± realistically or represented 
by another language, i.e. actually spoken vs. 
supposedly spoken

Heterolingualism



Operation L3TT segment L3TT status Possible result/effect

➊ delete L1 Ø NO Neutralization of peculiarities

➋ substitute L1⇒L2 Ø NO
Traditional, standard, interlingual 

translation

➌ repeat L1⇒L1 L3TT = L1 Added
L3 created by not translating; 

exoticization

➍
permutate or 

substitute
(L1⇒ L3TT)

L3TT ≠ L1 and L2 Added
Exoticization used as a compensation 

strategy

➎ delete L3ST Ø Lost Standardization

➏
repeat L3ST⇒ L3TT

(when L3ST ≠ L2)
L3TT = L3ST Kept Function or connotation may change

➐
repeat L3ST⇒ L2
(when L3ST ≠ L2)

Ø
(L3TT = L2)

Lost
L3 invisibility, or possible textual 
reference to it; standardization

➑
repeat L3ST

(when L3ST = L2)

Ø
(L3TT = L2)

Lost
L3 invisibility, or possible textual 
reference to it; standardization

➒

substitute L3ST 
(when L3ST ≠ L2 

or L3ST = L2)

L3TT ≠ L3ST and 
L2

L3TT =/≠ L1
Kept

Function or connotation may be 
equivalent or analogous

(based on Corrius & Zabalbeascoa 2011: 122–126)



Heterolingualism
• Heterolingualism in Second World War films:

• conflict situation (narrative opposition)

• interest from filmmakers and audiences

• relative absence of discussion of language use in specialized 
works on WW2

• Research questions:

• How are real-life linguistic setups represented in WW2 
films?

• How is language difference used as a story-telling device?

• How is heterolingualism treated in the French-dubbed 
versions of these films?

• Which effects do these translation strategies have on the 
characters and plots?



2. Methodology



Methodology
• Corpus selection:

• Technical criteria (e.g. duration, release date, country)

• Narratological criteria (e.g. time, space, genre: combat)

• Linguistic criteria (L1 = English; L2 = French)



Methodology
• Transcription: 300+ pages appendix

• Tagging on Excel sheets -> statistical data

• Characters (antagonists vs. protagonists; 
sometimes nameless)

• Lines (i.e. speaking turns)

• Scenes (i.e. spatio-temporal units)

• Representing languages (OV & FDV)

• Represented languages (OV & FDV)

• Dubbing operation



Methodology
• Preliminary statistical observations, e.g.

• Number of lines per film
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Methodology
• Preliminary statistical observations, e.g.

• Distribution of speaking characters and their lines



3. Representing
and represented

languages



Representing
& represented languages

• Analysis for both OV 
and FDV 

• For each film, tables 
featuring:

• All representing 
language varieties

• Merged languages

• Native vs non-native 
varieties

• L1 vs L3 distribution



Representing
& represented languages

• Results: all language varieties (OV)



Representing
& represented languages

• Results: distribution of languages (OV)

• Results: native vs non-native varieties (OV)



Representing
& represented languages

• Results: L1 vs L3 status (OV)



Representing
& represented languages

• Results: dubbing status (FDV)



Representing
& represented languages

• Results: all language varieties (FDV)



4. Narrative
deployment of

heterolingualism



Narrative deployment
of heterolingualism

• Tendencies / tropes:

• International encounters

• Interpreters

• Spies and traitors

• Life-saving language skills

• Humour



Narrative deployment
of heterolingualism

• International encounters, e.g. TGE



Narrative deployment
of heterolingualism

• Interpreters, e.g. Battleground



Narrative deployment
of heterolingualism

• Spies and traitors, e.g. WED, S17



Narrative deployment
of heterolingualism

• Life-saving skills, e.g. The Great Escape



Narrative deployment
of heterolingualism

• Humour, e.g. Stalag 17



5. Representing
the 'Other'



Representing the 'Other'

• Ongoing research

• Statistics on demonyms (e.g. use of 'Kraut', 
'Jerry', 'Hun'; 'Chleuh', 'Boche', 'Fritz') and 
related adjectives

• Preliminary observations:

• Many derogative words in Battle of Britain

• No derogative words in Where Eagles Dare 
(even 'Nazi') or in The Monuments Men

• Occasional addition of derogative words (e.g. 
S17)



Concluding 
remarks



Concluding remarks
• More heterolingualism than originally hypothesized

• Global diachronic increase of heterolingualism (both OV and 
FDV)

• Exceptional case: Inglourious Basterds (see also Mingant 2010)

• No fixed tendencies: exceptions past (e.g. The Longest Day) and 
present (e.g. The Monuments Men)

• General correspondence between representing and represented 
languages

• Some exceptions, e.g. Where Eagles Dare, Valkyrie

• Dubbing strategies vary for each film

• Clever solutions (e.g. Battleground, Where Eagles Dare)

• Incoherences (e.g. Where Eagles Dare)

• General deletion of references to 'English'

• Variable heterolingual acting performance (e.g. unconvincing 
accent, wrong pronunciation)



Why are we
speaking English?

A line we will never hear:
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